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Why is it so many people obey when they feel coerced? Social psychologist Stanley
Milgram researched the effect of authority on obedience. He concluded people obey
either out of fear or out of a desire to appear cooperative--even when acting against their
own better judgment and desires. Milgrams classic yet controversial experiment
illustrates people's reluctance to confront those who abuse power. It is my opinion that
Milgram's book should be required reading (see References below) for anyone in
supervisory or management positions.
Milgram recruited subjects for his experiments from various walks in life. Respondents
were told the experiment would study the effects of punishment on learning ability.
They were offered a token cash award for participating. Although respondents thought
they had an equal chance of playing the role of a student or of a teacher, the process was
rigged so all respondents ended up playing the teacher. The learner was an actor
working as a cohort of the experimenter.
"Teachers" were asked to administer increasingly severe electric shocks to the "learner"
when questions were answered incorrectly. In reality, the only electric shocks delivered
in the experiment were single 45-volt shock samples given to each teacher. This was
done to give teachers a feeling for the jolts they thought they would be discharging.
Shock levels were labeled from 15 to 450 volts. Besides the numerical scale, verbal
anchors added to the frightful appearance of the instrument. Beginning from the lower
end, jolt levels were labeled: "slight shock," "moderate shock," "strong shock," "very
strong shock," "intense shock," and "extreme intensity shock." The next two anchors
were "Danger: Severe Shock," and, past that, a simple but ghastly "XXX."
In response to the supposed jolts, the "learner" (actor) would begin to grunt at 75 volts;
complain at 120 volts; ask to be released at 150 volts; plead with increasing vigor, next;
and let out agonized screams at 285 volts. Eventually, in desperation, the learner was to
yell loudly and complain of heart pain.
At some point the actor would refuse to answer any more questions. Finally, at 330 volts
the actor would be totally silent-that is, if any of the teacher participants got so far
without rebelling first.
Teachers were instructed to treat silence as an incorrect answer and apply the next shock
level to the student.
If at any point the innocent teacher hesitated to inflict the shocks, the experimenter
would pressure him to proceed. Such demands would take the form of increasingly

severe statements, such as "The experiment requires that you continue."
What do you think was the average voltage given by teachers before they refused to
administer further shocks? What percentage of teachers, if any, do you think went up to
the maximum voltage of 450?
Results from the experiment. Some teachers refused to continue with the shocks early
on, despite urging from the experimenter. This is the type of response Milgram expected
as the norm. But Milgram was shocked to find those who questioned authority were in
the minority. Sixty-five percent (65%) of the teachers were willing to progress to the
maximum voltage level.
Participants demonstrated a range of negative emotions about continuing. Some pleaded
with the learner, asking the actor to answer questions carefully. Others started to laugh
nervously and act strangely in diverse ways. Some subjects appeared cold, hopeless,
somber, or arrogant. Some thought they had killed the learner. Nevertheless, participants
continued to obey, discharging the full shock to learners. One man who wanted to
abandon the experiment was told the experiment must continue. Instead of challenging
the decision of the experimenter, he proceeded, repeating to himself, "Its got to go on,
its got to go on."
Milgrams experiment included a number of variations. In one, the learner was not only
visible but teachers were asked to force the learners hand to the shock plate so they
could deliver the punishment. Less obedience was extracted from subjects in this case.
In another variation, teachers were instructed to apply whatever voltage they desired to
incorrect answers. Teachers averaged 83 volts, and only 2.5 percent of participants used
the full 450 volts available. This shows most participants were good, average people,
not evil individuals. They obeyed only under coercion.
In general, more submission was elicited from "teachers" when (1) the authority figure
was in close proximity; (2) teachers felt they could pass on responsibility to others; and
(3) experiments took place under the auspices of a respected organization.
Participants were debriefed after the experiment and showed much relief at finding they
had not harmed the student. One cried from emotion when he saw the student alive, and
explained that he thought he had killed him. But what was different about those who
obeyed and those who rebelled? Milgram divided participants into three categories:
Obeyed but justified themselves. Some obedient participants gave up responsibility for
their actions, blaming the experimenter. If anything had happened to the learner, they
reasoned, it would have been the experimenters fault. Others had transferred the blame
to the learner: "He was so stupid and stubborn he deserved to be shocked."
Obeyed but blamed themselves. Others felt badly about what they had done and were
quite harsh on themselves. Members of this group would, perhaps, be more likely to
challenge authority if confronted with a similar situation in the future.
Rebelled. Finally, rebellious subjects questioned the authority of the experimenter and
argued there was a greater ethical imperative calling for the protection of the learner
over the needs of the experimenter. Some of these individuals felt they were
accountable to a higher authority.
Why were those who challenged authority in the minority? So entrenched is obedience

it may void personal codes of conduct.
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Milgramâ€™s experiment has become a classic in psychology, demonstrating the dangers of obedience. The research suggests that
situational variables have a stronger sway than personality factors in determining obedience. However, other psychologists argue that
both external and internal factors heavily influence obedience, such as personal beliefs and overall temperament. Researchers Replicate
Milgram: Would People Still Obey?Â "The slavish obedience to authority we have come to associate with Milgramâ€™s experiments
comes to sound much more like bullying and coercion when you listen to these recordings," Perry suggested in an article for Discover
Magazine. Few Participants Were Really Debriefed. Milgram experiment on obedience. This is the currently selected item. Practice:
Social Psychology: reading informational text; The Milgram Experiment 9.Â - [Voiceover] The Milgram studies were conducted in order
to study the willingness of participants, average everyday Americans, to obey authority figures who instructed them to perform behaviors
that conflicted with their personal beliefs and morals, and as you can probably imagine, it might be hard to recruit participants when
that's what you're trying to study. And so in order to keep the participants from finding out what he was actually trying to look at, Milgram
used deception. He started by posting ads looking for people to participate in a study about learning and memory, and Social
psychologist Stanley Milgram researched the effect of authority on obedience. He concluded people obey either out of fear or out of a
desire to appear cooperative--even when acting against their own better judgment and desires. Milgramâ€™s classic yet controversial
experiment illustrates people's reluctance to confront those who abuse power.Â Milgram recruited subjects for his experiments from
various walks in life. Respondents were told the experiment would study the effects of punishment on learning ability. They were offered
a token cash award for participating. Although respondents thought they had an equal chance of playing the role of a student or of a
teacher, the process was rigged so all respondents ended up playing the teacher. The Milgram experiment was an infamous study of
obedience and authority. Find out about the procedure, conclusions, and recent criticisms.Â Milgramâ€™s experiment has been widely
criticized on ethical grounds. Milgramâ€™s participants were led to believe that they acted in a way that harmed someone else, an
experience that could have had long-term consequences. Moreover, an investigation by writer Gina Perry uncovered that some
participants appear to not have been fully debriefed after the studyâ€”they were told months later, or not at all, that the shocks were fake
and the learner wasnâ€™t harmed. Milgramâ€™s studies could not be perfectly recreated today, because researchers today are
required to pay much more attention to the safety and Social psychologist Stanley Milgram researched the effect of authority on
obedience. He concluded people obey either out of fear or out of a desire to appear cooperative--even when acting against their own
better judgment and desires. Milgram's classic yet controversial experiment illustrates people's reluctance to confront those who abuse
power.Â Milgram recruited subjects for his experiments from various walks in life. Respondents were told the experiment would study
the effects of punishment on learning ability. They were offered a token cash award for participating. Although respondents thought they
had an equal chance of playing the role of a student or of a teacher, the process was rigged so all respondents ended up playing the
teacher.

